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7th July 2015

Dear friends,

I write you on behalf of global karate.

We all know that the history of WUKO, the World Union of Karate-do

Organizations, began in 1970, when Mr. Ryoichi Sasakawa and Mr. Jacques Delcourt

decided to found the first global karate organization.

In the year 1990 WUKO should have merged with ITKF, the Intemational

Traditional Karate Federation, in order to obtain the acknowledgement of IOC, the

International Olympic Committee. Following a series of events, this fusion failed to

materialise resulting in the IOC only acknowledging WUKO, on a condition that the name

“WUKO” would be abandoned. Hence from the ashes of WUKO the WKF (the World

Karate Federation) was created and went on to become the only organization in the world

recognised by the IOC as being responsible for karate competitions in the Olympic Games.

Today, the WKF continues to struggle for the inclusion of karate as an Olympic discipline.

In 2005 my father, Carlo Henke, having verified the availability of the name

“WUKO”, which had been abandoned for almost fifteen years, decided to recreate the

organization. He changed the original WUKO logo and proceeded with its new

registration. The aims of these organizations (WUKO & WKF) are as different as they were

in the past; the WKF aims to enter the Olympic Games and acknowiedges just one

organization per nation where as the new WUKO would “just” be happy with the

promotion and development of karate intemationally by acknowledging more than one

organization per nation, if only to give everyone the opportunity to compare ideas and

practices.

Shortly after the re-founding of WUKO, the WKF fiied a legai proceeding decided

for the cancellation of the brand WUKO, the case which was won by WUKO in the first

instance based on the fact that Carlo Henke, whom the brand was linked to, had been part

of the old WUKO.
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In 2009 WUKO changed its name from the World Union of Karate-do Organizations

into the World United Karate Organization and the brand was registered by another

person. In this new brand there are no words or names in conflict with any other specific

brand. There is the word “Organization” because it is a group; there is the word “World”

because it is international; there is the word “Karate” because that discipline is involved;

and finally the word “United”... I am not very good at English, but I remember that

“United” means something different from “Union”. They all are common words which

nobody can claim ownership of entirely, unlike Coca Cola, Adidas, Ferrari, etc

In 2010 WKF decided to contest the WUKO brand once again. This time the

judgement and the analysis of OHIM, the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market,

were in favour of WUKO which won the first session at the court of Alicante, Spain. The

opposition was rejected and the brand registered. Nevertheless, WKF decided to come

forth with a new cancellation request, which eventually resulted in a new verdict in their

favour overturning the previous one. This was just based on the fact that the acronym,

though not appearing on the logo, was the same as that of 1970.

WUKO with its new board of directors since the passing of Carlo Henke could have

appealed to the European Court of Justice involvirtg an estimated cost of between 8.000

and 12.000 Euros to WUKO alone.

Perhaps not everyone knows that in WKF the affiliation fees for federations are

1.200 Euros, whilst in WUKO only costs 200 Euros. A slight difference you may say...

Therefore I would not be too wrong to think that WKF could absorb court costs better

financially than WUKO.

However, the WUKO leadership has acknowledged the verdict of the Court of

Alicante, and considered the appeal with no certainty of the outcome to be too costly.

Therefor the board of directors have come to a conclusion that the money can be used

more productively and in the interest of the WUKO affiliates. To this end, the name once

agairi changed and it is the WUKO&AD, the World United Karate Organization &

Associated Disciplines. Now the logo is different, the name is different, the owner is

different and even the acronym is different.

For the sake of clarity I will summarize the steps as follows:
WKF:
1970 1992



WUKO&AD:
2005 ________________________ 2009

I think it is easy to confirm that we are two completely different entities... But WKF is not

yet satisfied with this and proceeds with opposition once again. Further to the branding issues,
WKF also managed to obtain, through Wll’O, two web domains that were registered and paid for

by us, simply because they were requested through the World Union of Karate-do Organizations.
These were wukokarate.or and wukoad.org.

What would WKF stand to gain from all these is beyond us. Would it not be far better to

stop fighting over trivial issues and start thinking about the future of karate as a whole by
concentrating on building respectful relationships worldwide?

Nowadays the karate community worldwide know about WKF, just as much as they do
WUKO&AD. J’m not under any illusion that organizations would suddenly leave WKF to join the

WUKO&AD, nor do I aim to substitute them with us or even seek the acknowledgement the IOC
for the Olympic games.

We now have a new web domain, worldunitedkarate.org, under which we bave transferred
our website and we will continue to look forward as always.

We will continue to defend ourselves when necessary but have no intention to waste our

time and finantial meas on unnecessary court battles.

Maybe someday this name too is taken from us, but our dignity and pride in our amazing
group will never be compromised. We will continue to work hard for the development and

promotion of karate globally and that promote education, loyalty and unity worldwide.
WUKO&AD is now focusing on the World Cup which will be held in Italy from l9th to

22nd november 2015. The event is going to be organized in Lignano Sabbiadoro, near the beautiful

city of Venice.
Thank you all for your continued trust.

Best regards,

Sean Henke

Wuko&Ad Chairm.
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